AS EASY AS
ONE -TWO -THREE
The HIAB T-series light range makes
easy work of your heavy lifting

SIMPLIFLYER T-CRANES
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MAKE IT EASY WITH THE HI
When you do a job, you want it done your way, not the hard way.
With a crane from the HIAB T-series light range, you can make
easy work of your heavy lifting. And choosing the right one
is as easy as one-two-three.
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Choose your control
Based on your demands and safety
requirements, you make an easy choice
between three different control systems:
CLX, Duo or HiDuo.

CLX – for straightforward use
A CLX crane is a practical, easy-to-use crane for
day-to-day needs. CLX is often the choice for
smaller pickup trucks with smaller platforms,
such as those used in community services or
provided by firms that hire out construction tools.
The crane is steered manually by default, but
an add-on option can be used to create a basic
crane with remote control.

Duo – for additional safety
A Duo crane is manually operated and easy to
use, but it automatically adds a higher level of
safety. The crane’s SPACE system provides
automatic assistance, making it easier to
operate the crane safely without special training.
Plus it tracks the crane’s usage, providing
valuable statistics and indicating when service
and repairs are needed. For both reasons, Duo
is ideal for larger fleets with many drivers at
various skill levels.

HiDuo – for complete safety
and control
A HiDuo crane is the perfect choice for more
demanding jobs – and for demanding operators
who want total control. Besides safety-enhancing
assistance from the SPACE system, a HiDuo crane
has SmartControl, which provides additional
safety features and enables simultaneous crane
movements. Yet another HiDuo feature is remote
control with XS Drive Lite, a high-precision system
for manoeuvring and positioning goods from the
perfect vantage point.

HIAB T-SERIES LIGHT RANGE
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Choose your capacity
Your next decision is what you want to
lift and how. Six capacity classes in the
HIAB T-series cover the full range of
needs. Just consider whether today’s
needs are enough – or whether you want
a little extra capacity for tomorrow.
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Choose your options
With control and capacity in hand, your
third decision is how to make your crane
your own. Optional features like HybridDrive,
which lets you use the crane with the
truck engine off for a limited time, make it
possible to get things done your way –
the easy way.
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LIGHT CRANES WITH STRONG ADVANTAGES
The features shown here are some of many reasons
why HIAB T-series light cranes provide unbeatable
quality and long-lasting peace of mind.

nDurance

HybridDrive

CastBase

Constantly exposed to the elements,
your crane needs the best in surface
protection. HIAB nDurance is the
industry’s most effective high-tech
painting system, with a technologically
advanced and environmentally sound
process based on nanotechnology
and e-coating.

HybridDrive from HIAB
combines operating
flexibility with economy
that benefits the
environment. The
T-series crane can perform a number of
lifts while the engine is off, which allows a
certain amount of loading or offloading
with no fuel consumption, no emissions
and minimal noise.

CastBase from HIAB is
your assurance of a
durable, well-sealed
crane mounting. When
the base of your crane is
cast instead of shielded by a plastic
cover, it forms a tight barrier that keeps
air and moisture out. That means the
quality of your lubricant is maintained for
longer, which in turn means trouble-free
ownership and a crane that is always
ready to go.

Your crane’s parts are first shielded by an
ultra-thin nanoceramic layer that prevents
corrosion. Afterwards they receive a
lacquer polymer e-coating and a durable
powder coating, which create stunning
good looks that will last your crane’s
lifetime.

Folding support hook
– safely closed when not in use

nDurance

SmartControl

SmartControl

Integrated loadholding valve in
first boom cylinder
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Your T-series crane is
available with three different control systems. If
you choose the HiDuo*
system, you also get
SmartControl. Besides adding stability
logic, a high-boom warning and other
safety features, SmartControl allows several crane movements to be performed
simultaneously. For example, your crane
can be turned while deploying the extensions at the same time, which brings
your load more quickly to the place
where you need it.

Extension cylinders with internal
feed for a clean-looking boom

*May also apply to CLX cranes,
depending on local regulations
CastBase

HybridDrive

Integrated subframe

To learn more about HIAB T-series
light range visit tseries.hiab.com

hiab.com
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